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XGP FONT CATALOG
FONT NAMES
Font names for the standard fonts consist of:
(1) an initial number specifying the height of the font in scan lines
(2) an F or V specifying whether the font is fixed or variable width
(3) special font identification or G or R for Gothic (sans serif) or
Roman (serif)
(4) B for bold face
(5) L for light face
(6) I for italicized
Special fonts are denoted by an initial letter of S. This
indicates that the characters in the font are not of the standard
character set, and are not suitable for printing text without special
knowledge of the font.
Many duplications of fonts have been eliminated and characters
have been re-arranged to all fall in the current (new-ascii + Stanford)
position. It is hoped that the confusion introduced by these changes
will reduce future confusion. To this end it is my intention to not
change the standard font definitions, except for fixing obvious errors
and adding missing characters. I would very much like to know of any
changes to the standard fonts before they are made. If you find that
the standard fonts don't do your favorite thing, by all means use a
different one, and store it in your directory, but please try not to
make changes in the standard ones which will affect everyone!
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FIX25, LPT, GRFX25, FORN
GACH25
FIX25X

























































40VRI BDI40 ;BODONI ROMAN ITALICS
40VSHD SHAD40 ;SHADOWED FONT
43VXMS XMAS40 ;LARGE CHRISTMAS CARD FONT
57VSGN SIGN57 ;SIGN MAKING FONT
66VR BDR66 ;LARGE BODONI ROMAN FONT
75VBEE BUCK75 ;BUCKLIN
114VSG SGN114 ;INCREDIBLY LARGE SIGN FONT
Special Fonts
NEW OLD
S16ROT FIXR16 ;ROTATED 25FG
S25APL APL25 ;APL FONT
S25CYR 25CYR ;CYRILLIC FONT
S25GRK 25GRK ;GREEK LETTER FONT
S25HBR HBRW25 ;HEBREW FONT
S25IPA IPA25 ;INT. PHONETIC ALPHABET
S25XIF XIF25 ;25FG WITH CONTROL CHARS BOXED
S30CYR CYR30 ;CYRILLIC FONT
S30GRK 30GRK ;GREEK LETTER FONT
S30LAT LATM30
S35GER GERM35 ;GERMAN FONT
S40HBR HBRW40 ;HEBREW FONT
SS50CHS CHES50O ;CHESS PIECES FONT
Superscripts and Subscripts
These fonts have a size and baseline suitable for use as sub and
superscripts for 25 high fonts. They are not very useful in our
implementation due to a lack of font storage space.
SUB ;SUBSCRIPTS (DERIVED FROM 20VG)
SUP ;SUPERSCRIPTS (DERIVED FROM 20VG)
SUBSUB ;SUBSCRIPTED SUBSCRIPTS (DERIVED FROM 13VG)
SUBSUP ;SUPERSCRIPTED SUBSCRIPTS (DERIVED FROM 13VG)
SUPSUB . ;SUBSCRIPTED SUPERSCRIPTS (DERIVED FROM 13VG)
SUPSUP ;SUPERSCRIPTED SUPERSCRIPTS (DERIVED FROM 13VG)
Character Mode for the XGP
(Starred items are not yet implemented)
The PDP-11 program for the XGP
in the following format:
Byte Usual meaning















Normal means the definition of this
printed. If this byte is undefined
ignored.
ESCAPE causes the next byte to have
the column "Escape significance".

















byte in the current font will be
in the current font, it will be
an alternate meaning selected from
Backspace spaces to the left the width of one space in the current font,
including inter-character spacing. It will lose micel on variable width
fonts.
TAB produces a column select to the column which is at least the width
of a blank to the right of the current column position, and some
multiple of 8-blank widths to the right of the left margin. (this
computation of the width includes the inter character spacing)
LF activates the current text line. The line will be queued to be
printed. This line will be printed at a vertical location such that
the distance between the baseline of it and the preceeding line is equal
to the vertical spacing parameter, unless this would cause the


















superscripts of this line. This line will then be pushed down to avoid
this overlap.
FF, like LF, activates the text. In addition, FF causes a page eject
after the current text line is printed. FF also sets the default Y
position to the first line below the top of page margin on the new page.
An implicit form feed is generated at the end of file. If a header has
been specified, it will be printed.
The program will automatically form feed when the next text line would
place characters below the bottom margin. Sequential form feeds will
increment the page number but will otherwise be ignored.
CR causes a column select to the current left margin to be generated.
This can be used to produce overprinting.
Backspace spaces the width of the space character in the current font to
the left. It will lose micel on variable width fonts!
XGP ESCAPE 1 ('177&'001) causes the next 7 bits to be read as a special
operation code. The following codes are implemented:
0-3 Font select.
The code, 0 to 3 is taken as the font identification( number of the font to use.
4-37 Reserved for future use.
40 XGP Column Selector
The next 14 bits are taken as the
x-position to print at next. (The intention is to
allow arbitrary width spaces for text justification.)
41 XGP Underscore
The next 7 bits are taken as the scan-line number on
which to underscore. It is taken as a 2's complement
increment to the base line. Zero is on the baseline,
positive bytes are down from it. The next 14 bits
are taken as the length of the underscore.
42 Line space.
This does a line feed and then takes the byte as the
number of lines between this line's baseline and the
baeline of the following line.
43 Base-line adjust.
The next 7 bits are taken in two's complement as the
base-line adjustment to the current font. The
adjustment sticks until reset by another adjust
command, a font select, or the end of line. The
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intention is to allow a font to be used for subscripts
and superscripts. (Increment baseline for superscript,
decrement for subscript).
** 44 Print the paper page number.
The paper page number is set to 1 by a form feed. It
is incremented each time the paper is cut. The
decimal value of this count is printed.
* 45 Accept heading text.
The next byte is a count of bytes to follow. Those
bytes will be read into the heading line. When that
-count is exhausted, the heading line will be printed.
If a line feed or line space command is given that
would cause text to be printed below the current text
area, a form feed is inserted by the XGP and if a
heading is defined, it will be printed.
46 Start Underline.
Set the left end of an underline. See Stop Underline.
47 Stop Underline.
The next byte is the scan line on which to write the
underline (same as XGP Underscore). The extent of
the underscore is defined by this command and Start
Underline. If this command is not preceded by a Start
Underline, it will underline from the left margin.
Beware of column selects. No underline will happen
until this command is given.
50 Takes the next byte as the intercharacter spacing
This is reset to zero at the end of each line.
XGP ESCAPE 2 ('177&'002) causes the next 7 bits to be taken as the
column increment. This quantity is signed: 0-77 are positive
increments 100 to 177 are negative increments (188 - -186, 177 + -1).
XGP ESCAPE 3 ('177&'003) causes the next 2 bytes to be taken as the scan
line number on which to start this text line. Scan line 0 is the first
scan line on the page (immediately following the cut). The topmost
scanline of the present text line will be placed on the scan line
indicated in this command. This command cannot space upwards on a page.
If something (even linefeeds!) has been printed on this page, this code
must select a line after the current position. The current position
will be the lowest scan line actually used in the previous row. (zero
if this command happens on the first line of a page.)
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** XGP ESCAPE 4 ('177&'004). This escape is used to specify a vector.






Scan line number of first line of vector.
Column position of left edge of first line
of the vector.
Delta X. 1 bit of sign; 11 bits of integer;
9 bits of fraction.
The number of scan lines on which this vector
is visible.
The column width of each scan-line.
The XGP program must be presented with vectors sorted by ascending
values of YO. If the vectors are not sorted, the output will be wrong.
It is highly recommended that all vectors on a page occur on the first
line. This not only gives the program time to process them, but allows
vectors to be within the top margin, which is otherwise not possible.
Otherwise, vectors must appear in text which is printed above the top of
the vector.
The escape significance of codes 5 through 7, 13, and 16 through 37 is
not defined at the present time but reserved for future use.
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Running the XGP
The XGP, like any mechanical device, is subject to many failure
modes. Unless you are very mechanically inclined I recommend that you
not attempt to fix problems other than those documented here.
The problems you are likely to encounter in normal use of the
XGP are:
(1) Paper running out. The PDP-10 program will type something like
Drum/Web/Paper Out+Listing Aborted. The light indicating the particular
problem (under the upper panel on the XGP) will be off. If the Drum
light is out, something is very seriously wrong. If the Paper light is
out, the XGP has just run out of paper. (See below for reloading
instructions.) If the Web light is out, the Drum cleaning web has just
run out. (see below for reloading instructions.)
(2) XGP looks like it turned itself off. PDP-10 program types out
Filament Cold+Listing Aborted. This indicates that the XGP has probably
encountered a paper jam. In order to avoid making things worse, it
immediately powers itself down. The Jam is most likely just before the
cutter blade, and can usually be fixed by opening the left hand door of
the XGP, releasing the paper drive roller, rethreading the paper and
retightening the drive roller. The machine will not power back up until
the jam is cleared and the power switch has been turned off for about 15
seconds and then turned back on. If it immediately powers itself back
off, either the jam has not been fixed, or you did not wait long enough
before powering it back on.
(3) Copy too dark, too light. Everyone has a favorite setting and no
one will ever be happy with the one that is in effect. The toner
darkness control is in the access door at the back of the XGP. It is
the lever labeled with L and D at the left hand side. The lever should
always be at one of the three settings closest to the L mark. The
adjustment takes about 40 pages to have any effect. Please move it only
one notch and wait. The normal setting is one notch forward from the L
position. If the copy is too light, place the control forward one
notch. If the copy is too dark, place the control back one notch. It
is recommended that you check to make sure the previous spastic did not
place the control in an absurd location. Under rare circumstances the
toner level might be low. If you think this is the problem you can
examine the toner level by opening the toner dispenser and mixing the
toner up with the dipstick. I recommend that you find someone who knows
what they are doing. If you add toner, please be careful, since it is
awfully messy stuff, and you will get it all over yourself as well as
the XGP unless you are. Make sure that what you are adding says LDX
Toner on it. Adding the wrong thing could take a long time to fix!
(4) Vertical black smudge marks on the copy. The XGP fuser oil needs
replenishing. Ask someone who knows what to do. This is not a serious
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problem.
(5) Hard glassy particles pressed into the paper. These are beads of
LDX developer which have escaped the developer housing. This indicates
that the XGP needs to be cleaned and possibly to have its developer
changed. This is a painful process done only of dire necessity. When
this is happening, it indicates a serious problem with the XGP. In
general the XGP should be turned off and someone who knows what they are
doing informed. The reason for this is that the developer beads are
very hard and can easily scratch the surface of the drum in the XGP and
ruin it.
(6) Spastic cutting. The usual symptom is partial cuts about 1/4 inch
after the real cut. Adjusting the pot near the paper chute may cure
this. It should generally be as far counter-clockwise as possible
without this happening. Unless this is the symtpom, please do not
fiddle with this control, as it is probably not the problem.
Changing The Paper Roll
The easiest and safest way to change the paper roll is to loosen
the big nut holding the old roll, feed some loose paper off the old
roll, tear it off, and remove the old spool of paper. The new roll is
then inserted with the paper feeding in the same direction, and the end
of the old paper (still threaded into the XGP) taped to the new roll
with scotch tape. The paper drive roller is then loosened and the new
paper carefully pulled through, until the splice is past the paper
cutter. Since it is really impossible to describe the ways one can lose
doing this, it is recommended that you find someone to show you how to
do this. If for some disasterous reason the paper should become broken,
I recommend finding someone who knows what they are doing, since
attempting to thread it could easily scratch the drum surface.
Replacing The Web
In general, find someone who knows to show you. For those of you who
think you know, please remember to move the web away from the drum by
turning the pentagonal nut counter-clockwise before removing the old
web. The widget that acts like a flip flop holding the support arm must
be flopped when you are done, or the support arm will come loose. For
those of you who think you can follow directions, there are some on the
blue wrapping of the new web.
Removing the Drum
Unless you have to, don't. If you do, please be very careful.
Remember to move the developer housing away, move the web away, and use
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the drum removing rod. Do not touch the surface of the drum, as it will
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000 840 1006 . 148
0881 041! , 101 A A 141 a
0 82 a 842 " - 182 B o 142 b
8830 3 843 # # 183 C c 143 c
004 A 844 S s 184 D D 144 d
0885 - 045 % x 105 E E 145 e o
086 c 046 & a 186 F F 146 f r
887 n 847 ' 7 18 G G 147 g 9
018 58 ( ( 118 H H n 150 h
011 Y . 851 ) ) 111 I I 151 i
012 a 852 * * 112 J ja 152 j
013 t * 853 + + 113 K K 153 k k
814 + 854 , , 114 L L 154 1 1
015 55 - - 115 M M 155 m m
016 m 856 . 116 N N 156 n n
017 a 857 / 117 0 o 157 o
028 c 868 8 o 128 P p 168 p
021 > 861 1 121 0 Q 161 q
022 n 062 2- z 122R R 162 r r
823 u 08633 3 123 S s 163 s a
024 V 864 4 4 124 T T 164 t
825 3 065 5 a 125 U u 165 u
026 e 866 6 a 126 V v 166 v
027 0867 7 7 127 W w 167 w w
0380 . 878 8 a 138 X x 178 x ,
831 -, 871 9 131 Y y 171 y y
832 - 872 : 132 Z z 172 z
833 * 873; , 133 [ [ 173 1
034 s 874 < 134 \ \ 174 I
035 1 875- . 135 ] 175 )
836 . 876 > > 136 ^  176 ~ -
037 v 877 ? ? 137 177 f
This Is some sample text in the selected ront.
0123456780


































































































This is some sample text in the selected font.
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This is some sample text in the selected font.
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000 040 108 a @ 140 '
001 4, 1 841 ! 101 A A 141 a
00882 a 042" " 182 B B 142 b b
003 1 /3 043 # a 183 C c 143 c c
004 A A 044S s 104 0 o 144 d d
005 - 045 % 185 E E 145 e e
006 046 & 186 F F 146 f f
807 n n 847 ' 187 G G 147 g g
018 0 x 050 ( ( 118 H H 158 h h
011 Y 051 ) 111 I 151 i
012 5 852 * . 112 J J 152 j j
013 1 t 053 + * 113 K K 153 k k
014 ± 054 , 114 L L 154 1 I
015 0 855 - 115 M M 155 m m
816 CS D 856. 116 N N 156 n n
017 3 a 857/ I 117 0 0 157 o o
028 c c 868 0 o 128 P P 16 p p
821 861 1 1 121 0 Q 161 q
822 n n 862 2 2 122 R R 162 r r
823 u u 063 3 3 123 S s 163 s
824 V v 864 4 4 124 T T 164 t t
825 3 3 065 5 5 125 U u 165 u
026 866 6 6 126 V v 166 v
027 . 867 7 7 127 W w 167 w w
0380- 4- 078 8 8 1308 X x 170 x x
831 -* 71 9 9 131 Y v 171 y y
832 z , 072 : 132 Z z 172 z
833 873 ; 133 E1 173 {
834 < < 874 < < 134 \ 174 I
835 > 875 - 135 ]] 175 )
836 876 > > 136 ^ 176 ~
037 v v 077 ? ? 137 _ 177 f




0080 40 188 a 148 ' '
001 4 841! i 101 A A 141 a
8 002 a 842 " - 102 B 142 b h
083 843 # 103 C c 143 c
884 A d 844 S s 1840 D 144 d
885 - e 845 % % 185 E E 145 e e
886 / 846 & 18 F F 146 f i
887 647 ' 187 G G 147 g :
810 A 858O ( ( 118H H 15 h h
811Y I 851) ) 111 I 151 i
012 8/ 852 * • 112 J J 152 j j
013 t 853 + * 113 K x 153 k k
014 ± / 854 , , 114 L L 154 1 i
815 m ,, 855 - - 115 M M 155 m m
016 a 856 116 N N 156 n n
017 a 0 857/ / 117 0 o 157 o a
020 c 868 8 o 128 P p 168 p p
821 : 861 1 121 Q Q 161 q q
022 n r 862 22 122 R 162 r
023 U 863 3 3 123 S s 163 s a
024 V 064 4 4 124T T 164 t t
825 3 8665 5 125 U u 165 u u
026 e ' 866 6 6 126 V v 166 v
027 . er 067 7 7 127 W w 167 w w
030 - " 878 8 a 138 X x 178 x
831 -, 871 9 9 131 Y Y 171 y
032 872 : 132 Z z 172 z
033 * 873 ; 133 [ I 173 (( 034 874 < 134 \ \ 174 I
035 > 875 - 135 1 175 )
836 - 876 > 136 ^ 176 ~
037 v 877? ? 137 _ 177 J
This is some sample text in the selected onlt.
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This is some sample text in the selected font.
0123456789


































000 040 108 0 a 140 '
001 4, 4 841 ! 181 A A 141 a a
002 a a 042 " " 102 B B 142 b b
003 P 043 # # 183 C C 143 c c
00884 A A 044 S 184 D 0 144 d d
005 - 8045 % % 185 E E 145 e
006G c 846 & & 186 F F 146 f
007 n n 847 ' 187 G G 14 7 g g
010\ , 85X ( ( 118 H H 150 h h
811 Y Y 8051 ) ) 111I I 151 i i
012s sa 052 * • 112 J J 152 j j
813 t ' 053 + + 113 K K 153 k k
814 + 4 854, , 114 L L 154 I I
015 e e 855 - - 115 M M 155 m m
O16 lo 856. . 116 N N 156 n
017 a a 057 / / 1170 0 157 o
020 c c 868 8 0 1208 P P 168 p p
021 8061 1 1 121 0 0 161 q q
022 n n 862 2 2 122 R R 162 r
023 U U 863 3 3 123 S S 163 s
024 V V 064 4 4 124 T T 164 t t
025 3 3 065 5 5 125 U U 165 u
026 066 6 6 126 V V 166 v
027 867 7 7 127 W W 167 w w
0308 - - 070 8 8 1308 X X 170 x
031 -* 071 9 9 131 Y Y 171 y y
832 , i 072 : 132 Z Z 172 z z
033 4 4 873 ; 133 [ [ 173 1 1
834 074 < < 134 \ \ 174 I
035 > > 875- - 135 1 1 175 )
03G 6 a 076 > > 136 ^  176 ~ ~
037 v v 877 ? ? 137 - 177 f J
This is some sample text in the selected font.
0123456789


































































This is some sample text in the selected font.
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This is some sample text in the selected font.
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This is some sample text in the selected font.
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This is some sample text in the selected font.
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This is some sample text in the selected font.
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000 048 188 0 a 148 ' '
0881 4 841! 101 A A 141 a a
( 0882 oc 842 " 102 B B 142 b b
00883 1 043 # * 183 C C 143 c c
804 A A 044 8 8 184 0 D 144 d d
005 - - 045 % % 105 E E 145 e
8O6 c 0 846 & & 186 F F 146 f f
887 n n 847 ' 187 G G 147 g g
8108 x 8850 ( 118 H H 158 h h
011 Y 851 ) ) 111 I I 151 i i
012 8 852 6 * 112 J J 152 j j
013 t ? 853 + + 113 K K 153 k k
014 ± 854 , 114 L L 154 I
015 . 855 - - 115 M M 155 m m
816 oo 856. . 116 N N 156 n
017 a c 857 / I 117 0 0 157 o o
028 c c 868 8 0 128 P P 160 p p
021 : : 861 1 1 121 Q 161q q
822 n n 062 2 2 122 R R 162 r
823 u u 863 3 3 123 S S 163 s
024 V V 864 4 4 124 T T 164 t t
025 3 3 865 5 5 125 U U 165 u
026 e 866 6 6 126 V V 166 v
027 ~ 867 7 7 127 W W 167 w w
0308 878 8 8 1308 X X 170 x
031 - 871 9 9 131 Y Y 171 y y
832 # 872 : 132 Z Z 172 z
033 * ~ 873 ; 133 [E 173 {( 834 ~ 874 < < 134 \ 174 I
035 875 - - 135 3 ] 175 I
836 876 > > 136 ^  176 ~ ~
837 v v 077? ? 137 _ 177 J




08880 848 188 a a 140 ' '
001 .1 841 ! I 181 A A 141 a
002 a o, 842 " " 182 8 B 142 b b
0803 3 843 # a 183 C C 143 c c
004 A A 044 $ 184 D D 144 d d
085 - 845 % 7. 15 E E 145 e e
086 c 0 846 & & 186 F F 146 f f
807 n 047 ' 187 G G 147 g g
8010 , 858 ( ( 118 H H 150 h h
011 Y 851 ) ) 111 I I 151 i i
012 8 8052 * 112 J J 152j j
813 t t 853 + * 113 K K 153 k k
014 854 , , 114 L L 154 I
015 855- - 115 M M 155 m m
016 oV 856 . 116 N N 156 n n.
017 a c 857 / / 117 0 0 157 o o
828 c € 868 8 0 128 P P 1680 p p
0 21 > 8611 1 121 Q Q 161 q q
022 n n 862 2 2 122 R R 162 r r
823 u U 863 3 3 123 S S 163 s s
024 V V 864 4 4 124 T T 164 t t
825 3 3 865 5 5 125 U U 165 u u
026 e 866 6 6 126 V V 166 v v
027 . 867 7 7 127 W W 167 u w
030 - - 878 8 138 X X 1708 x
031 - 871 9 9 131 Y Y 171 y y
032w # 872 : 132 Z Z 172 z
033 , 873; ; 133 [ 173 I
034 874 < < 134 \ 1741 I
035 > 1 875 - ; 135 ] ] 175 I
036 e 0768 > 136 ^ 176 -
837 v v 877 ? 137 _ 177 f












































































































































































































































































800 840 188 140 '
001 4 1 841! ! 11 A A 141 a
8802 a o 042 " " 182 B B 142 b b
003 3 P 843 # * 103 C C 143 c c
884 A A 044 S $ 184 0 D 144 d d
005 845 % % 105 E E 145 e c
O88 c 0 846 & & 106 F F 146 f f
0887 n n 847 ' 187 G C 147g g
010 85 0 ( ( 110 H H 150 h h
11 Y 0851 ) ) 111 I I 151 i i
012 8 852 2 112 J J 152 j j
013 t T 853 + + 113 K K 153 k k
014 854 ,, , 114 L L 154 1 I
015 0655 - - 115 M M 155 m m
16 o n 8056 . 116 N N 156 n
017 a 857/ / 117 0 0 157 o
0208 c c 060 8 0 120 P P 160 p p
021 >: n 861 1 1 121 Q Q 161 q q
022 n f 062 2 2 122 R R 162 r
023 U U 063 3 3 123 S S 163 s a
024 V V 064 4 4 124 T T 164 t t
025 3 3 065 5 5 125 U U 165 u u
026 *o o 66 6 6 126V V 166 v
027 * 867 7 7 127 W W 167 w w
038 0- 878 8 8 130 X X 170 x x
031 -, -71 9 9 131 Y Y 171 y y
032 , i 072 : 132 Z Z 172 z
033 * ~ 073 ; 133 [ 173 (
034 < < 074 < < 134 \ 174 ) 1
835 0 > 75 - 135 ] ] 175 1
036 a 076 > > 136 ^ 176 ~
037 v v 877 ? T 137 _ 177 f
This in some sample text in the selected font.
0123456789






































































































































































































































This is some sample text in the selected font.
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This is some sample text in the selected font.
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This is some sample text in the selected font.
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This is some sample text in the selected font.
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This is some sample text in the selected font.
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080 848 188 e 148 '
8801 841 181 A A 141 a a
S 882 a 842" 182 B B 142 b b
88033 843 # 183 C C 143 c c
084 A 044 5 184 0 D 144 d d
885 - 845 % 105 E E 145 e e
886 c 846 & 186 F F 146 f
887 n 847 ' 187 G 147 g g
818 58 O ( 118 H H 158 h h
811 851) 111 I I 151 i i
012 a 852 * 112 J J 152 j j
813 t 853 + 113 K K 153 k k
814 ± 854 , 114 L L 154 1 1
815 0 855 - 115 M M 155 m m
081 - 856 . 116 N N 156 n n
817 a 857 / 117 0 0 157 o o
828 c 060 8 1208 P P 160 p p
8 21 D 8611 121 0 161 q (I
822 n 862 2 122 R R 162 r r
823 u 863 3 123S S 163 s s
824 V 864 4 124 T T 164 t t
825 3 865 5 125 U U 165 u u
826 e 866 6 126 V V 166 v v
827 * 867 7 127 W W 167 w w
8380 078 8 130 X X 178 x x
831 - 071 9 131 Y Y 171 y y
032 w 872 : 132Z Z 172z z
033 + 873 ; 133 [ 173 1
034 s 874 < 134 \ 174 I
835 k 875 - 135 1 175 1
036 . 876 > 136 ^  176 ~
037 v 077 ? 137 _ 177 f
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This is some sample text in the selected font.
0 12345G789






































































































































































008 848 188 0 140
00881 4 841 101 A 71 141 a Z
00882 a 842 " 1828 f 142b b
083 843 # 103 C e 143 c C
884 ^ 844 1 184 o ) 144d d
885 - 845 % 185 E r 145 e e
806 ( 846 & 186 F 146 fI
807 n 847' 187 G B 1 47 g g
810 X 058 ( 118 H 158 h h
811. Y 851 ) 111 I 151 i i
812 6 852 112 J 152 i .1
813 t 853 + 113 K I 153 k hi
.0814 + 854 , 114L L 154 1 1
815 855 - 115 M M 155 m n1
016 0 856 . 116 N Rl 15 n n
817 a 857 / 117 0 157 o 0
820 c 868 0 128 P 168 p P
021 : 8681 1 121 Q 161q q
822 n 8622 2. 122 R I 162r r
823 u 863 3 3 123 S c 163 s S
824 V 864 4 4 124T T 164t t
025 3 065 5G 125 U El 165 u u
826 e 866 6 126 V 17 166 v v
827 . 867 7 127W W 167 w W
0380- 8788 8 1380 X X 178 x X
831 - 871 3 131 Y Y 171 y
832 w 872: 132 Z Y 172 z
833 * 873 ; 133 [ 173 {
834 < 874 < 134 \ 174
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